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Keep your Word.
Morning Church!
Conflict Resolution:
Conflict resolution is a way for two or more parties to find a peaceful solution
to a disagreement among them.
The disagreement may be personal, spiritual, financial, political, or emotional.
The Acts of the Apostles documents the triumphs and struggles of the early Jewish-Christian
communities. A major conflict the community dealt with is how to welcome and incorporate
new members, especially among the Gentiles ~ anyone who is not Jewish. Are they require to
keep the Mosaic Law and be circumcised before becoming Christians? The differences and serious conflicts they faced caused them to face some big decisions: how to continue their Jewish
traditions as they simultaneouly lived into Christ’s teachings.
Integrating the Gentiles into the Jewish community seemed like an impossibility. Some disciples
begun preaching that prospective members must abide by Mosaic Law and be circumcised. Paul
and Barnabas were vehemently opposed to this. They left Antioch and traveled to Jerusalem.
There the whole community gathered to discuss this conflict. This pivotal moment for them at
what is now know as the Council in Jerusalem. Guided by the Holy Spirit, they decreed that
Gentiles didn’t have to observe the Mosaic Law before becoming Christians. The Spirit of Jesus
lead them to Keep the Word and to love as inclusively as Jesus loved.
This Council offers us a life-giving way to handle conflict.
Everyone comes together and has their voice heard and their viewpoint is respected.
Everyone prayerfully discerns what the Spirit says about the situation/issue.
Everyone shares the fruit of their prayer ~ where, in the heart of God,
that we find our common ground and are grounded in God.
This is one way Jesus’ disciples kept his Word and
built a strong foundation for the Judeo-Christian community.
Christ’s Law is the Law of Love, which he taught, preached and lived. Make the courageous
choice to go to the Table of Resolution and stay there until you come to a shared decision. The
Spirit is made visible at the Table of your family, neighbors, and those “Gentiles” you’ve yet to
accept into your circle of love. They belong at the Table, too.
From now on, remember this text from Acts when dealing with some conflict, a difference of
opinion, or before an argument becomes a name-calling fight. Come to the table and speak your
heart and listen to the others with the same openness you expect from them. This is how you
keep the Word and foster community life. This is how you follow the lead of the Holy Spirit.
The Holy Spirit served as the Divine Memory of Christ
for the newly-forming community of believers.
The Spirit of Jesus is with you today continuing
to help you live and keep The Word
and be faithful to the gospel’s mission.

Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!
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How do you handle conflict?
How do you engage it? Why do you avoid it?
What are the consequences for avoiding it?
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Our Lady,
Queen of Peace,
pray for us!
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Pope Francis Walking the Word
The Word reveals God, a God who is not detached and indifferent
...a God who is very close and loves each of us tenderly…
God is no cold bystander, detachedand impassible, nor a neutral and indifferent God…
...instead the Spirit, the lover of humanity, who defends us, counsels us,
defends us,sustains us and partakes of our pain.

